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Greetings during this Holiday
Season to Cousins, Kin, and Other
Readers,
Hopefully we all enjoyed a warm and loving
Thanksgiving and are now looking forward
to a memorable Christmas that leads to a
happy New Year.
If you need a gift for someone special in
your family, consider giving them a
membership in HFFA. For only $25, they
will be receiving our Newsletters and
Journals and will have the opportunity to
learn more about their (our) family heritage.
I bring membership up only two times a
year. Please remember that our
membership expires on Jan. 1, 2012. We
each have to renew our membership by
sending a $25 check to Membership
Chairman
Marti Frye
308 Bellevue Plantation Rd., Lafayette,
LA 70503.
Please take care of this little bit of business
before reading any further. I’ll bring this up
again in the February issue of the HFFA
Newsletter. Thank you to those who join for
multiple years. Right now some have
renewed all the way through 2016 already.
Thank You for your confidence in HFFA.
Since the last issue in early August we have
done some traveling. On our way to Glacier
National Park we stopped in Buffalo, WY to
meet our cousin Marian Sarantha and her
husband Dominic. She could not attend the
Winchester Reunion so it was special to
meet her for the first time. She is very active

in DAR and helps many ladies learn their
ancestry and establish their roots to qualify
as members of DAR. We had a great time
visiting them in their home. Marian and
Dominic insisted that we park our
motorhome in their driveway while we were
there. Campground Sarantha was a fine
place to stop on our trek west.
On another trip, Rose and I returned to
Wardensville, WV to have lunch with J.
Kenneth (Dutch) Frye. He brought cousin
Martha Bradfield and her husband Grady
with him. We’d never met them before.
After lunch we had hoped to be able to visit
the Frye Family Cemetery in Intermont, WV.
That is the cemetery that we were unable to
visit on the Friday of the Winchester
Reunion. Two big buses, 100 people, wet
grounds, and being behind schedule did not
lend itself to visiting the cemetery.
This time, there were reports of hunters in
the vicinity of the cemetery as well as wet
grounds, and a steep slope so again, we
were not allowed to visit. We had to pass up
the chance to see the graves of my
ancestors Henry Frye and Fanny Littler.
Maybe some other time we’ll get there as
that cemetery is now on my “bucket list.”
Without any intention, it appears this issue
is about to highlight our cousin Janet
Goforth. We have an interesting article
written by her son Jim Stunkel who is a
retired Battalion Chief with the San Jose, CA
fire department. For many years he has
been a volunteer with a worldwide group
called Assist International. As I write this he
is currently in Honduras. By the time you
read his article he will likely be in another
country on another continent. He has been
in Romania, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Ghana,
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Djibouti, Ethiopia Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania,
Rwanda, Mali, Senegal, Israel, Palestine,
Hungary, Honduras, Mexico, Dominican
Republic, Haiti, and Cuba. Assist
International has done over one hundred
projects in 65 countries. Jim is a member of
HFFA.
The Janet Goforth theme will continue with
the birth announcement of a great grandson.
There is also a cute article written by Janet
about life back in Winfield, KS.
As I close my column, please remember to
renew your membership if it expires in 2011.
Merry Christmas to you all and Happy
New Year.

Mike Speers
Chardon, OH
TREASURER’S REPORT
The Treasurer’s Books have never been
audited so Ronnie Ellis of Austin, TX was
asked to perform such an audit.
We
received his finished report on 9 Sep 2011.
In part, he writes: “Essentially, I reviewed
each deposit and check, not only accounting
for receipts and expenditures, but making
common sense judgment on legitimacy and
propriety. There were a few questions I had
for clarification of his notations, but Mike
provided all the information needed.
“Mike and those members who were
delegated spending authority (Jon for
journals, Norman for the reunion) were great
in keeping receipts and documenting
purchases.
“Not only has Mike maintained our books
with mathematical accuracy, but his
methodology is straight forward and easy to
follow. I found no discrepancies and no hint
of impropriety. I assure you and the board
that our association’s books are in good
hands. . . .I think an audit should be
performed no less than every other year.”

Ronnie Ellis
Austin, TX

Balance at time of audit
$4368.27
DEPOSITS
Membership . . . . . . . . $275.00
Links Book CD’s . . . . . $ 25.00
Gifts to HFFA . . . . . . . $146.00
TOTAL DEPOSITS . . . . $446.00
WITHDRAWALS
Journal . . . . . .
August Newsletter
Links Book . . . .
USPS . . . . . .
Audit expenses .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.$1200.00
. $115.75
. $ 63.67
. $ 61.38
. $ 8.84

TOTAL EXPENSES

$1449.64

Current Balance

$3364.63

Thank you to Ronnie Ellis for the
time consuming task of performing
the audit and your vote of
confidence.
Also, our thanks go to Mitzi Fox and
Joan Brubaker who were due
refunds relative to the Winchester
Reunion and returned those funds to
our treasury.
If anyone ever has a question about
HFFA finances, please let me know.
Thank you for your support as I
embark upon this elected position for
at least another two years.
Sincerely,
Mike Speers
Chardon, OH
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RECORD KEEPING

BIRTHS:

NEW MEMBERS:

Janet and John Goforth announce the birth
of a great grandson, David James Kolden,
on 26 Oct 2011. His parents are Holli and
Lucas Kolden of Minot, ND.

Joyce Barr Balsley
230 Stuart Ave.
Stuarts Draft, VA 24477
(540) 337 – 1891
jbalsley@intelos.net
1. Heinrich Frey / Anna Catherine
Levering
2. Benjamin Frey / Christina
3. Henry Fry / Fanny Littler
4. Benjamin Fry / Mary Fry
5. Isaac L. Fry / Mary Magdalene
Louise Fry
6. Virginia Fry / Robert Burns Barr
7. William Thurman Barr / Ina Wheeler
Watson
8. Hugh Clinton Barr / Elizabeth Page
Hutchens
9. Joyce A. Barr / Leonard Balsley

1. Heinrich Frey / Anna Catherine
Levering
2. Benjamin Frey / Christina
3. Benjamin Frye, Jr. / Catherine
4. Benjamin Fry, III / Ruth Courtright
5. Abraham V. Fry / Catherine
Damude
6. Joseph Fry / Elizabeth Rorick
7. Hattie May Fry / Thomas Henry
Bailey
8. Walter Clair Bailey / Ethel Marie
Carrier
9. Janet Maryln Bailey / Gerald Henry
Stunkel
10. George Randal Stunkel / Lisa Floyd
11. Holli Rae Stunkel / Lucas Kolden
12. David james Kolden

NEW EMAIL ADDRESS:
Robert R. Speers

Sharron Currie

824 Salem Dr.
Huron, OH 44839

Sjmc1941@gmail.com

(419) 433 – 5144
rspeers@aol.com
1. Heinrich Frey / Anna Catherine
Levering
2. Benjamin Frey / Christina
3. Henry Fry / Fanny Littler
4. Rebekah Fry / Rev. Henry Speers
5. Apollos Speers / Elizabeth Cooper
6. Noah Speers / Sarah Amanda Ward
7. Van Lawrence Speers / Margaret
Torrance McClain
8. Ray Finley Speers / Mary Cora
Bender
9. Robert R. Speers / Martha Jane
Evans

NEW ADDRESS
Cheryl Van Cleave
38385 Via Taffia
Murrieta, CA 92563
(619) 708 – 6197
Cherylvancleave@att.net

GRADUATIONS:
Three of HFFA member Carolyn Fry
Denham's granddaughters graduated this
year.
Hannah Grace Voegtly graduated
from Ignacio Valley High School and is now
attending Diablo Valley College. Mary
Francesca Denham
graduated from
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Granada High School in Livermore,
California, and is attending The Culinary
Institute of America in Napa Valley. Her
sister, Elaine Mae Denham, graduated from
the University of California at Santa Cruz in
Business Management Economics and is
now working as an accountant at Deloitte.
The grandson of Robert Luther Fry’s
brother (Bruce Coulson Fry, who died in
1983),
Alexander
Michael
Santos, graduated from the University of
California at Los Angeles (UCLA) in
Engineering and is now working for his
father at Santos and Urrutia Structural
Engineers in San Francisco.

Marilyn Fry
Costa Mesa, CA
1. Heinrich Frey / Anna Catherine Levering
2. Benjamin Frey / Christina
3. Abraham Frye / Agnes Ann Young
4. James Fry / Nancy Spears
5. Benjamin Fry / Nancy Agnes Kellar
6. John A. Fry / Mary Jane Leighton
7. Luther Calvin Fry / Mary Alice Asay
8. Hervey Asay Fry / Augusta Maud Christie
9. Robert Luther Fry, Sr. / Mabel Ruth
Coulson
10. Robert Luther Fry, Jr. / Marilyn
Lockyer

Ladies’ Gowns. She was selected as
one of the group to be responsible
for the restoration of Old Glory to
prepare it to hang in the lobby of the
new Smithsonian National History
building.
1. Heinrich Frey / Anna Catherine
Levering
2. Benjamin Frey / Christina
3. Abraham Fry / Agnes Ann Young
4. Nancy Virginia Frye / Noah Speers
5. Louis Marchand Speer / Jane
Thomas Finley
6. Noah Q. Speer, Sr. / Alline Bugher
7. Noah Q. Speer, Jr. / Jesse Dellinger
8. Noah Dellinger Speer / Lillian
Louisa Miller

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Many people don’t like their names. How
about
Amanda
Melviney
Fitzallen
Alexander Fry?

10. Bruce Coulson Fry / Mary Sue Kenny
11. Virginia Sue Fry / Rodrigo Santos
12. Alexander Michael Santos

That is the name of one of our cousins.
That’s 5 names, 13 syllables, and a heck of
a monogram. Of course when she married,
she became Amanda Melviney Fitzallen
Alexander Fry-Biggerstaff. What’s one
more name and three more syllables
anyway?

10. Carolyn Ruth Fry / Jerome Harold
Denham
11. Claire Renee Denham / Jeffrey Park
Voegtly
12. Hannah Grace Voegtly

A grandson of hers, P. E. Biggerstaff said
that these are family names, not married
names. He admitted that when he was
young, he and the other grandchildren would
sing a nonsense song using her names.

11. James Malcolm Denham / Catherine
Ann Novacek
12. Mary Francesca Denham
12. Elaine Mae Denham

1. Heinrich Frey / Anna Catherine Levering
2. Benjamin Frye / Christena
3. William Fry / Rachel Speers
4. Henry Frye / Rachel Frye
5. Benjamin Fry / Elizabeth Fry
6. Amanda M. F. F. A. Fry / John Sanders
Biggerstaff

OBITUARY:
Lillian Louisa Miller Speer
1915 – 2006
Lillian Speer was an accomplished
seamstress and did many restoration
projects for the Smithsonian Institute,
from Civil War uniforms to the First

When you look at her lineage, it’s obvious
that those names don’t come from OUR side
of the family, except the shortest one.
Another cousin with many names is John
David Brian Hugh Lloyd Thomas
Greeson. He is a cousin of Ronnie Ellis.
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My real name is John Van Lawrence
Speers,
but my grandmother on my
mother’s side didn’t like any of those names
and called me Mike. Obviously, she had
the clout in the family.
**************************************************

ASSIST INTERNATIONAL
Help Around World
By James Stunkel
“ Do you want to ride shotgun?”
…I
immediately pictured a stage coach on a
dusty road of the Old West. Hmmm. Tim
was staring, waiting for an answer. I said, “
like on a stage coach?”
Tim said “Yes …but a shipment for Assist
International, 40 tons of supplies to an
orphanage in Romania, to make sure it
arrives.” Tim Reynolds was my Pastor and
is my friend.
I didn't really know where Romania is. It was
1994, five years after Nicolea Ceausescue.
and the world discovered the atrocious
conditions of orphans confined in cages, yet
some of these children had been rescued
and Assist International was shipping
supplies. The cause was good. My wife
would be supportive, I was sure. I agreed to
go. Just a 10 day commitment, after all.
My great-great grandparents were pioneers
in the old west. I love the family stories, the
adventures. My great grandmother was Hatti
May Frye, a pioneer girl from Illinois to
Tisdale, Kansas near the Oklahoma border
in the 1870's. My mother, Janet Goforth, of
Turlock, CA has blessed me with a
magnificent sense of family legacy, but at
the same time I am sure I may not be alone
feeling as if born too late to be a part of the
adventure of pioneering. As a professional
firefighter my career did provide a dimension
of adventure, but I could not miss the
chance to go to Romania. I also could not
have imagined where those 10 days would
lead my life.
December 21, 1994, central Bucharest, the
capital of Romania, it was winter and there
was snow on the ground. I saw three little

boys no more than 6 years old scramble into
the underground pipe that carried sewage, it
also held a concrete ledge providing a place
for the boys to shelter during winter. A
young woman had come from California for
a brief visit, but was appalled at seeing the
plight of orphans and she did not go home.
She began rescuing children. The supplies
were for her program but most of the
supplies had been stolen to sell on the black
market. The thief was the manager of the
warehouse and fearful of being exposed as
the thief he was - he backed down when we
confronted him, retrieved the supplies and
safely delivered them to the children. Riding
shotgun was good. Today the work in
Romania continues, and the lives of
hundreds of children have been saved
through the work of Assist International and
our partners.
After my first trip to Romania I maintained a
“state-side” role with Assist International.
Then, after 9-11, I became increasingly
sensitive to the idea that as Americans we
have the ability, and therefore I believe, the
duty to influence the world in a positive way.
The idea is really born from Christian Charity
without any political agenda. But the idea
and my Christian faith were to be tested.
Early in 2002, I joined Tim on a series of
projects to restore orphanages and hospitals
while traversing mine fields in the Islamic
Republic of Afghanistan, then to Africa, Latin
America, Asia and the Caribbean. The
challenges
are great but so are the
rewards. Although sometimes the recipients
of charity may not trust our motives, and
risks exist. We remain careful but
determined and I have been blessed to
volunteer for over fifteen years, annually
donating my vacation to work abroad and
loving every moment.
Building homes,
installing medical equipment and clean
water systems, sometimes with teams of 30,
40, even 60 volunteers.
In 2010 I left my beloved career as a Fire
Battalion Chief with the City of San Jose, CA
to accept a full time position with Assist
International. The 10-day commitment in
1994 has been a defining moment in my life.
The adventures and the blessings continue
today. I have no regrets. Only, that more
people will see their own opportunity to
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become
involved
with
humanitarian services.

international

lot of time with cousins Carol and Charlene
on the family farm.

Assist International was founded in 1989 by
Pastor Bob Pagett and his wife Charlene,
inspired by two key scriptures: James 1:27
“Religion that God our Father accepts as
pure and faultless is this: to look after
orphans and widows in their distress… and
Matthew 25:40 “… whatever you did for one
of the least of these brothers and sisters of
mine, you did for me”.

I remember my parents driving over the
small hills and valleys approaching their
farm and looking for that faint glow of the
kerosene lamps which lighted their home.
Then I knew we were almost there.

The strength of Assist International is in the
power of partnerships of churches, service
clubs, corporations and foundations that we
draw together to meet the needs of the most
vulnerable in our world.
We have
accomplished over one hundred projects in
nearly 65 countries.
Assist International is a registered 501(c)(3)
Non Profit Organization
Please
visit
our
website:
www.assistinternational.org
email: jstunkel@assistinternational.org

James Curtis Stunkel
Livermore, CA

To repeat what I said in my opening column,
Jim has been all over the world doing his
valuable work with Assist International:
Romania, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Ghana,
Uganda,
Kenya,
Tanzania,
Rwanda,
Djibouti, Ethiopia, Mali, Senegal, Israel,
Palestine, Hungary, Honduras, Mexico,
Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Cuba.

We had so much fun in that environment so totally different from mine. We rode
horses, pumped water from the well, swam
in the pond. Gathering eggs from the hen
house was new for me. The rodeo was
short, because Uncle Ray caught us riding
bareback on the calves. Not good.
Each day we would walk almost a mile to
the mail box. Virgil was the mail man and
we always took him some candy. Now how
do I remember the name of that man???
Eventually, they got a wind charger which
provided them some electricity for their
house. The glow was gone.
One day we were sitting in the living room
and saw a mother hen walk by outside with
five baby chicks following her. A short time
later we saw the mother hen again but this
time there were only two baby chicks. That
was when we saw a big copper head snake
wiggle by. There were three lumps in it.
We ran and told Aunt Lula about the snake!
She grabbed the hoe and killed the snake.
We grabbed a sharp knife and slit it open.
Out hopped three baby chickens, alive and
well!

Janet Goforth
Turlock, CA

And, now a story sent in by his mother.

A TALE OF A SNAKE
By Janet Goforth
Aunt Lula was #13 of 13 children. We lived
in Winfield, KS, and Aunt Lula and Uncle
Ray lived on a farm west and south of
Stillwater, OK. Each summer, my sister
(HFFA Shirley Bailey Coad) and I spent a

1. Heinrich Frey / Anna Catherine Levering
2. Benjamin Frey / Christina
3. Benjamin Frye, Jr. / Catherine
4. Benjamin Fry, III / Ruth Courtright
5. Abraham V. Fry / Catherine Damude
6. Joseph Fry / Elizabeth Rorick
7. Hattie May Fry / thomas Henry Bailey
8. Walter Clair Bailey / Ethel Marie Carrier
9. Janet Maryln Bailey / Gerald Henry
Stunkel
10. James Curtis Stunkel / Marissa
Shillick
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THE 17TH LINEBAUGH
By Cheryl Van Cleave

I have had to delay my progress on
genealogy. But, life is good and the Lord
continues to bless my family and me.

I became interested in researching my
ancestors while in my 30's, and compiled a
lot of information from my ancestors. There
were a lot of older people in the family and
they had very good memories. I wrote down
a lot of what they said.

Cheryl Van Cleave

Then I decided to get proof of the births,
deaths, etc., and started writing to court
houses around the country, sending in
money to obtain birth & death certificates.
Then I visited court houses, libraries, and
cemeteries in Ohio and other states. At that
time, they did not have copying machines
and I wrote down everything by hand.
When I had collected a lot of information, I
typed everything on the typewriter and used
carbon paper to make copies for other
people. It has been 30 years since I
compiled that information and now am
learning the Family Tree Program and Roots
to key in more current information and verify
my facts.
I have joined the local
genealogical society and have taken
courses to update my skills.
The Linebaugh/Leinbach/Lineback Family
had contacted my brother in Houston, so we
joined the Linebaugh/Leinbach/Lineback
Family Reunion. We belonged to a missing
family member that was relatively unknown
to them. From there, I found the Frye
Family as these two families were
connected through the marriage of Johann
Friedrich Leinbach, b. 15 July 1703 in
Hochstadt, Wetterau Germany and Amelia
Elisabeth Frey, 1 July 1719 in Skipack,
Montgomery,PA.
These two had seventeen children, of which
many people, including me were born from
this seventeenth child, Samuel Linebaugh.
For some reason, these people are hard to
find, and so are their records.
Since I retired two years ago, I have lost one
of my children to a motor vehicle accident,
had lung cancer and 11% of my right lung
removed. I have moved to a new house and
city and am currently living very close to
three of my children and five grandchildren.

Murrieta, CA
1. Heinrich Frey / Anna Catherine
Levering
2. Friedrich Leinbach / Amelia
Elisabeth Frey
3. Samuel Linebaugh / Mary
Ditnermasser
4. Benjamin Linebaugh / Susanna
5. Daniel Linebaugh / Martha Naomi
Likens
6. William Henry Linebaugh / Mary
Susan Parker
7. Roofard Henry Linebaugh / Velma
Marie Turner
8. Clyde Albert Linebaugh / Wilma
Ellen Mackall
9. Cheryl Ellen Linebaugh / Mr. Van
Cleave

LINKS BOOK CD
Attendees of the reunions in Morgantown,
PA (2000) and Mineola, TX (2007) were
able to obtain the HFFA publication that we
call the LINKS BOOK. Those of us who
have a LINKS BOOK know that it is a
wonderful research document. In recent
years, HFFA Wil Frye put the information in
the LINKS BOOK onto a CD.
Those CD’s are available from Marti Frye.
We received the following review from
Joyce Rivera.

I was very satisfied with my Links
CD. It was easy to use once I got the
way it was organized down. I was
slightly overwhelmed with the first
look - so much information, but it
took about 2 seconds to understand
and in my opinion you couldn't do
much better than that. I am so
impressed at all the work that went
into compiling it. Thanks to
everyone involved!
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Discovery and Beyond
We gathered around at Capon Springs to see the small site
where Henry Frye first made discovery and claim to fame for
the healing powers of the water that he gave his wife Fannie so
long ago…
Many since have tested, studied and come to believe that there
truly is something “special” about this little spring, which rises
up from the depths of the earth to find its own harmony with
nature…
With a whimsical wish, some of us did take a taste or two as
well… perhaps hoping to feel a bit of those healing “powers” on
our own afflictions or just to feel yet another “connection” to
our past?
There were new connections as well to be made, new faces, new
cousins and new reasons for gathering together in celebration
of our family ties…
We came from all directions, each with our own objectives and
each with our own journeys to travel.
The thread that brought us together those few special days in
May of 2011 was the “Frye” blood that has flowed and
continues to flow through our veins…
Like Cedar Creek, it twists and turns passing down from one
generation to the next with no sign of stopping.
It carries on over the rocks and the current pulls it onward
down the line… and we too even with our twists and turns…
are carried onward down… down our “family” line…
By Julia Anne Olson
Parke rs Prairie, M N
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THE LAWS OF GENEALOGY
1. Ink fades and paper deteriorates at
a rate inversely proportional to the
value of the data recorded.
2. Anything that could have burned,
did.
3. The census taker with the clear
handwriting and good ink never
enumerated your ancestors.
4. If you find a well-documented,
illustrious ancestor, you’ve probably
made a mistake.
5. The document containing evidence
of the missing link in your research
invariably will be lost due to fire,
flood, or war.
6. The spelling of your European
ancestor’s
name
bears
no
relationship to its current spelling or
pronunciation.
7. The information you desperately
need could be only found in the
1890 census.
8. The e-mail address that bounces is
the one from a person who listed
your exact names. If you find a
working address, you aren’t related.
9. The book you need is never
indexed, or if indexed, doesn’t
include people.
10. The keeper of the vital records you
need will have just been insulted by
another genealogist.
Sent in by Marilyn

Frye Roberts
Richmond, KY

PARAPROSDOKIANS
A paraprosdokian is just a phrase with an
unexpected ending.
1. I asked God for a bike, but I know
God doesn’t work that way. So I
stole a bike and asked for
forgiveness.
2. Do not argue with an idiot. He will
drag you down to his level and beat
you with experience.
3. Going to church doesn’t make you a
Christian any more than standing in
a garage makes you a car.

4. Light travels faster than sound. This
is why some people appear bright
until you hear them speak.
5. We never really grow up, we only
learn how to act in public.
6. If I agreed with you we’d both be
wrong
Sent in by Dan Frye
Ft. Myers, FL

******************************************
A MESSAGE FROM OUR
PRESIDENT
Hello Family,
As the leaves fall around us and we
approach our celebrations of Thanksgiving
and Christmas, we should take a moment to
reflect on the real meaning of Thanksgiving.
The Pilgrims came to America to form a
separate community where they could
worship God as they saw fit. Through their
extraordinary
charter,
the
Mayflower
Compact, they established just and equal
laws for all believers and non-believers in
their new community.
The Bible, being as modern as tomorrow,
provided these revolutionary ideas. They
recognized that everything is a gift from God
– even our sorrows. Our Thanksgiving
tradition is to honor God and thank Him for
His blessings and His grace.
With the advent of Christmas, we need to
acknowledge the real meaning of Christmas
– the birth of Jesus Christ, who later
provided the atonement for the sins of all
mankind.
I look forward to staying in close contact with
all the members of the Association in the
coming new year. Please remember your
timely submission of the annual dues for
2012; this nominal fee is what sustains our
organization.
Happy
Thanksgiving
and
Christmas to you and yours.

Merry

Gene Frye
President, HFFA
Kansas City, KS
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HFFA OFFICERS & DIRECTORS
President: Gene Frye
2127 Bristow Ave.
Kansas City, KS 66103
913-384-0084
fryetravel@aol.com
Vice-President: Jon Frye
4356 Chippewa Trail
Jamestown, OH 45335
937 – 675 - 6455
Jonfrye67@gmail.com
Secretary: Thelma McKenzie
3188 Vigal Rd.
Springfield, IL 62712
Nc2il@comcast.net
Treasurer: Mike Speers
10470 Penniman Dr.
Chardon, OH 44024
440 – 285 - 8477
Speers.rvrose.mike@gmail.com
Director at Large: Helen Craig
115 Laughlin Rd.
Eagle Lake, TX 77434
khcraig@sbcglobal.net
Director at Large: Phillip Frye
2381 Vermont St.
Bussey, IA 50044
plfrye@iowatelecom.net
Director at Large: Ralph E. Frye
308 Bellevue Plantation Rd.
Lafayette, LA 70503
Ralph.frye@lusifiber.net
Director at Large: Harry Morrison
1149 Hillview Dr.
Abingdon, VA 24210
Harry.morrison@comcast.net
Director at Large: Anne Pasieka
414 West Hawthorne St.
Arlington Hts., IL 60004
Anne1001@aol.com

Immediate Past President: Gordon Fry
4 Crestwood Drive
Arkansas City, KS 67005
Gfry1@cox.net
Historian: Charles Burgess
3687 Kent Dr.
Naples, FL 34112
cjburgess@naples.net

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
HFFA Chaplain: Lowell L. Fry, Jr.
1821 Queen Anne Court
Wentzville, MO 63386
314 – 283 – 0720
lowelllfry@yahoo.com
Archivist: Gordon Fry
Journal Editor: Jon Frye
Membership Chairman: Marti Frye
308 Bellevue Plantation Rd.
Lafayette, LA 70503-6056
Ralph.frye@lusfiber.net
Newsletter Editor: Mike Speers
Links Book Coordinator: Marti Frye
Reunion Chair – 2013: Jon Frye
Web Master: Christopher D. Frye
1015 Abbey Lane
Boise, ID 83705
web@hfrey.org
$25 dues are paid annually in January
Dues and address changes should be sent
to Marti Frye at address above. Dues may
be paid for multiple years. Make checks
payable for $25.00 (per year) to HFFA.
Membership is on a calendar year basis.
New members are asked to send a copy of
their direct line from Heinrich Frey to
themselves to Marti Frye and to Charles
Burgess,
addresses
shown
above.
Membership includes four issues of the
Newsletter and two of the Journal each year.
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